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INTRODUCTION 

Supernovae, because of their enormous energy impulse, abil i ty to create heavy 

elements, form neutron stars and black holes, and due to their association with 

stellar death, have long played a central role in our models of the cosmos. Yet, after 

decades of study, our theoretical understanding of such events remains i ather 

primitive, Our diff iculties stem in part from the incomplete nature of the 

oDS'rvational sample. No pre-supernova star has ever been identified and detailed 

information on the complete evolution of all but a few supernovae is sadly lacking, 

There is also considerable diversity in the observed phenomena we are to explain. 

•> ,3 
"Supernovae" include, in addition to the fair ly regular class (or two subclasses" ) 

4 
of Type 1 supemovae, a wide variety of Type I I supernovae , subluminous, slow 

supernovae sometimes classified Type V, the progenitor of CAS A (apparently 4 

magnitudes dimmer than a typical Type I I ) , and the Crab Nebula progenitor . To these 

one may also need to add optically "invisible" supernovae, in which an accreting white 

dwarf occasionally collapses to a neutron star with l i t t l e in the way of mass ejection 

g 
or electromagnetic display , and, perhaps, an early generation of very massive ( M > 

100 M l stars for nucleosynthesis. Theoretical models for supe-novae are similarly 

diverse and probably more than one mechanism is requ:,od to explain al l occurrences. 

Currently fashionable models include iron core collapse accompanied by hydrodynamics! 

bounce at nuclear density (as discussed by Bethe in the preceding paper), 

9 10 
thermonuclear detonation of white dwarfs and degenerate stellar cores , t~ pair 

I j 12 
instability in very massive stars , pulsar driven mass ejection , and various other 

13-18 magnetohydradynamical phenomena . A proper study of core collapse in massive stars 

19-22 
might also need to include such multi-dimensional effects as rotation , magnetic 
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fields r and convertive core overturn , 

27 At the last Texas Symposium Weaver and Woosley presented results for the 

complete evolution of massive stars and their explosion as Type I I supernovae. These 

results) in good accord with the observed properties cf such explosions) were 

predicated upor, the assumption that care collapse in a massive star is capable of 

generating a strong, mass-ejecting shock wave. The intervening 2 years have not 

brought a definitive resolution to the core bounce problem although) as discussed by 

Bethe, tnere appears to be no fundamental obstacle standing in the way of such an 

occurence i 

In this paper we will review recent progress, especially by ourselves and Axelrod 

at Livermore, in understanding the observed properties of Type I supernovae as a 

consequence of the thermonuclear detonation of white dwarf stars and the ensuing decay 

of the J TI i produced therein' , We shall also present, within the context of this 

model for Type I explosions and our 1978 model for Type I I explosions, the expected 

'•il ducleosynthesis and gamma-line spectra" from both kinds of supernovae. Finally we 

will discuss a qualitatively new approach to the problem of massive star death and 

Type I I supernovae based upon a combination of rotation and thermonuclear burning, 

32 Preliminary studies by Bodenheimer and Woosley (see also ref. 20> have shown that i t 

may be possible to produce many of the observed properties of such supernovas even in 

situations where the collapse of the iron core in a massive star does not lead to a 

strong, mass-ejecting shock wave. 
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TYPEISUPERNOVAE 

Ai Model; 

Observational constraints lead us to consider certain classes of stars as likely 

Type I supernova progenitors. In view of the non-correlation of Type I events with the 

33 location of galactic spiral arms , one should consider stars of relatively low mass. 

In particular, stars of greater than about 10 M i which have main sequence lifetimes 

shorter than 25 million years, seem unlikely candidates. Such a notion is reinforced 

by other theoretical considerations. Ten solar masses is a transition region from 

degenerate to non-degenerate core evolution. Stars heavier than about 10 M will end 
n7 "'9 34 35 their lives undergoing a core collapse^ '" ' ' and, depending on the strength of 

the explosion, will leave behind a neutron star or black hole remnant, The degenerate 

nature of lower mass stars makes them more prone to thermonuclear instabilities and 

disruption, often leading to the production of a large amount of radioactive elements, 

The absence of hydrogen lines in the spectrum of Type I supernovae, lack of a well 

defined plateau phase in the light curve ( a phenomena generally attributed to a 

transparency wave from hydrogen recombination "eating its way" into an extended rpd 

27 giant atmosphere ), and higher photosphere velocity all argue strongly for Type I 

candidate stars that lack a hydrogen envelope, Thus if massive stars are to produce 

Type I supernovae they must shrd their hydrogen envelopes, either by ^ stellar wind or 

mass exchange in a binary system prior to exploding ancl, at the same time, retain a 

core mass in excess of the Chanrirasekhar value, 

This restriction may pose difficulties for Type I models involving intermediate 

mass stars lighter than about 8M . Unless such stars lose their hydrogen envelope 
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36 prior to the second convective dredge-up phase ,they will evolve into a 

configuration in which a thin, thermally unstable helium shell surrounds a degenerate, 

37 low mass carbon-oxygen core , Since the helium shell in such stars contains only a 

few thousandths of a solar mass, growth of the core can proceed only by processing 

hydrogen envelope material through the helium shell (although in a complicated 

fast-ion"' ). Only two possibilities exist for the final evolutionary state. Either the 

repeated helium shell flashes are ultimately successful in completely ejecting the 

38 

fiyd.-ogen envelope before the core achieves the Chandrasekhar mass, in which case a 

white tiwarf and planeliry nebula result, or else the care eventually grows to critical 

.IHSS a:,J explodes while still retaining a portion of its hydrogen envelope. The latter 

case produces a Type I I , but not a Type I, supernova. Restrictiuns of this kind can be 

circurri wed fcr intermediate mass stars heavier than about 6 M if the hydrogen 

envelope is rem,./ed prior to the second convective dredge-up phase. In that case a 

helium core- jicss larger than the Chandrasekhar value is left behind and the thin 

helium shell phase is never achieved. These arguments also clearly do not apply to 

white dwa'f stars accreting mass in binary systems, except possibly in the case of 
30 very high accretion rates . 

Such considerations have led researchers interested in studying Type I supernovae 

to concentrate their efforts on two general classes of models! 1) accreting white 

dwarft and 21 the final evolutionary stages of single stars that have main sequence 

masses in the rang;? 7 M to 10 M . In this latter case the star is presumed to have a s 

lost its hydrogen envelope (which comprises roughly 80% Df its main sequence massl 

prior to the explosion of the core, and ends its life as a bare helium-surfaced core 

of roughly 1.5 M to 2.5 M . It is noteworthy in this regard that a 9 M star will e 0 a 
28 spend almost 4 million years as a red supergiant star having a radius slightly 

greater than 1 AU. Thus an average mass loss rate of 2 x 10 M /yr, which is in the 
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40 range of observation , could remove the hydrogen envelope of such a star leaving a 

remnant of around 1.6 M . This assumes, as seems plausible, that the loss of the 

hydtogen envelope does not grossly affect the core evolution. Having lost its 

envelope, the stellar core may evolve to an unstable configuration and explode either 

79 ^4 35 41-43 due to a hydrodynamical bounce ' ' ' *' or, perhaps, a thermonuclear 

u r t 28,42 instability 

In order tD have a specific model to illustrate recent calculations of Type I 

supernova properties we will discuss a thermonuclear scenario based upon an accreting 

white dwarf, As we shall see critical observational results do not seem tD be overly 

sensitive to many charactftristics of the particular model enployed. This is reassuring 

given the uniformity of Type I supernovae as a class. Accreting white dwarf models 

L -j j • i.L i i • i- i. 28,29,41,42,44-52 _, 

have been considered in many theoretical investigations . The 

particular white dwarf model we wish to consider here in greatest detail results from 

; 0.5 M C/O white dwarf accreting matter from a companion star at a rate 1.0 x 10 
7p '•.Q ^jn ^ i 

M /yr and has been studied by ourselves and Taarf '"" '" , J . Similar behavior is 
B 42 50 51 expected " ' ' for a variety of C/O core masses and accretion rates in the range 

roughly 5 110 to 3 x 10 ' M /yr. For still lower accretion rates a central carbon 

4° detonation may occur . In this particular model the hydrogen shell flashes should be 
c'0 weak so that, unlike a nova, most of the accreted matter stays Dn the white dwarf" , 

After 0.62 M of helvjm has accumulated on top of the carbon-oxygen core, ignition 

occurs at the helium-cere interface. Note that the white dwarf has net reacned the 

Chandrasekhar mass in this case. Ignition is due to a combination of high density 

(accompanied by enhanced nuclear screening) and gravitational heating by compression 

from the growing layer of helium. The subsequent evolution is shown in FIGURE 1, A 

thermonuclear runaway begins at the base of the »s; y degenerate helium shell, The 

local overpressure generated by this runaway (about a factor of 51 is sufficient to 
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initiate a pair of detonation waves, one propogating in through the carbon-oxygen 

core, the other out through the hi hum layer. Within 0.20 seconds the entire white 

dwarf, except fo. a few thousandths of a solar mass of helium on its surface, is 

incinerated into a nuclear statistical equilibrium dominated by 5 6 N i and 2.4 x 10 

erg of energy is released, This is more than enough energy to entirely disrupt the 

star (which had an initial binding energy of 2,2 x 10 erg) with a mean terminal 

velocity of 14,000 km/sec (see FIGURE Id). The exploding material is accelerated 

partly by the detonation associated shock waves, but principally by adiabatic 

expansion, In the steep density gradient at the surface very high velocities are 

attained by shock wave acceleration and a small, uncertain fraction of mass I we 

- Q 

estimate less than 10 ' M ) is accelerated to relativistic velocities. As the ejecta 

expand and cool rapidly, the reactions maintaining the nuclear equilibrium 

"freeze-Dut" yielding a final composition (FIGURE 2) dominated by Ti i . Due to the 

rapid quenching of the equilibrium about 61'. by mas; of helium is also ejected along 

with the iron group ' . 

B. Light Curve 

The subsequent observable behavior of the detonated dwarf described above has 

28 been calculated by Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley . Within the roughly 10 seconds it 

takes the dwarf to expand to several times its initial radius it has reached a 

homologous configuration which, barring outside interaction or growth of 2 and 3 

dimensional instabilities, it will maintain indefinitely. In thi'j configuration the 

velocity of a given mass element remains constant in time. At early times the entire 

supernova is opaque and, as a result, almost all the energy of the explosion is 

converted into kinetic energy of expansion. Very little energy escapes in the form of 



light except for a brief, but intense, flash of hard radiation as the shock wave 

breaks out of the dwarf surface. (We are unable to properly calculate the 

characteristics of this flash without speoal relativistic modifications to our 

hydrodynamical cade,) It follows that, except for the first few moments of their 

existence, the observable properties of such Type I supernova models will be 

determined solely by their final composition and Lagrangian profiles of velocity and 

oensity (which are related since r(m)=v(m)t), Most thermonuclear models employ near 

relativists white dwarfs of similar density structure (ie. n=3 polytropes) as 

starting points, either AS 'bare" white dwarfs in cataclysmic variable systems or as 

the cor as of more massive stars. Also the degenerate nature of the nuclear burning 

implies that the bulk of the explosive energy impulse is deposited in a time that is 

snort compared to tha1" required for the white dwarf to expand to several times its 

initial radius. It follows th t the chief distinguishing properties of the models will 

be determined by! 1) the macs of the white dwarf core (which specifies, among other 

things, its specific gravitational binding energy), 2) the fraction of the star that 

burns to radioacive i ahd the energy deposition from that burning (ie, its initial 

composition), and 3) for the cores of 7-10 M stars, the properties of the overlying 

helium shell that can decelerate the expansion of an exploding white dwarf, Since a 

variety of physically plausible models can be constructed that give similar values f c 

these parameters, it is not too surprising that a given set of observat ons may have 

more than one successful physical model, 

An interesting check on this hypothesis has been performed by Weaver, Axelrod, 

2& and Woosley who studied the light curves resulting from a variety of thermonuclear 

mDDels. One study consisted of repeating the above exploding white dwarf calculation 

but bypassing the expensive computation of dual detonation waves by simply depositing 

instantaneously the amount of energy per gram obtained by complete combustion of the 



initial composition to Tl i . Except in the surface layers, where shock wave steepening 

is important, the observable properties of the two models were identical. In the same 

study a similarly parametriied set of calculations were carried out for a variety of 

white dwarf masses as well as the "helium-tamped" core explosions of 9 and 10 M stars 

'whose white dwarf cores are surrounded by a few tenths of a solar mass of low-density 

helium), The resulting velocity profiles at a late time when the stars coast in a 

homologous configuration are shown in FIGURE 3. Note the similarity of these profiles, 

aoth in magnitude and shape, for initial models of considerable diversity, 

45 Since the bulk, of the explosion energy goes into expansion ( all but about 10 

erg p the model considered) one must look elsewhere for an energy source to explain 

the light output from a Type I supernova. That source, as first hypothesized by 

Bur^ J and studied for the nucleus J M by Pankey and (independently by) Colgate 

and McKee" , is radioactivity. Considerable success has been achieved in recent years 

in employing the radioactive model to interpret the light curve and spectrum of Type I 

28,30,43,48.49,57,58 T , . . ., . . . , „ 
supernovae . The basic results may be summarized as follows, 

The weak decay of 5 6 Ni to 5 6Co ( t „ . = 8,80 days) and of 5 iCo to 5 6Fe ( T „ = 
Ni ' Co 

113.7 days) leads to a net nuclear energy deposition rate of 

S(t) = 3,90x 101 0exp(-t/TN.) (1) 

+ 7,03 x 109 texp(-t/T c )-Hcp(-t/TNi)l erg g"1 s"1 

43 The cobalt decay is special, as pointed out by Arnett , in that 4"4 of the total 

deacay energy resides in the kinetic energy of the positrons. This energy will be 

deposited locally long after the expanding supernova becomes transparent to 

30 gamma-radiation. As Axelrod has pointed out even a microgauss magnetic field 

suffices to confine the positron to the immediate vicinity of its origin, The 



luminosity of a Type I supernova is then given by ° 

Lit) ^ S t t - T ^ l t - T ^ m ergs •1 

where M^ is the mass of radioactive Tl i produced by the explosion, f is the (time 

dependent) fraction of the nuclear decay energy deposited locally ( a lower bound 

being 0.04 as discussed above), f is the (time dependent) fraction of deposited 

energy that avoids adiabatic decompression to escape as optical lor near optical! 

radiation, and T. is the mean time between energy deposition and escape (or 

28 decompression). Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley have given analytic expressions that 

allow the simple calculation of the energy deposition and escape factors for a variety 

of supernova moaels. FIGURE 4 shows these for the exemplary model we have beer, 

discussing, As might be expected, these functions depend sensitively upon the initial 

density profile as well as the final velocity profile and opacity of the expanding 

material. We will note here just the general behavior. Initially f - 0 ;nd f, = 1 a ' e s c dep 

1, that is all radioactive energy is deposited but none is able tD escape because the 

supernova is still completely optically thick. After a period of about 10 days the 

photosphenc radius begins, for a reasonable choice of opacities, to recede i r 

Lagrangian coordinate into the expanding supernova (see FIGURE 5) as the radiative 

diffusion time scale (for optical light) becomes comparable to the expansion time 

scale. As a result the energy escape factor is rapidly increasing at a time about 10 

days after explosion while the energy deposition factor stays near unity, Since the 

maximum possible luminosity is generated at the earliest time that the supernova 

becomes transparent this is also the time of maximum optical light output, Past th's 

point the light output becomes iess ser\sitivt to the escape fraction, which 

asymptotically approaches unity, and more to the energy deposition parameter which 
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slowly deceases from unity as the region of gamma transparency progresses inward in 

Lagrangaian coordinate! The progression of this transparency wave is sensitive to the 

adopted density and velocity profiles and will be slowest in the central regions of 

the star. For the mcdei we have teen describing f, falls to 0.5 after 35 day. and 
oep 

to 0.1 after 110 days. During this period the luminosity declines considerably faster 

than would be expected solely from the simple time dependence of eqtl), After about 2 

years the entire supernova has become essentially transparent to the gamma-rays from 

nuclear decay and pair annihilation (but not to the positrons themselves) and the 

(bolometnc) luminosity is given to good accuracy by eq (1) with f, - 0.04 and f 

= 1.0. At very late times the decay of ""li may also contribute positrons and kinetic 

energv input ', but this was not included in the present calculation, 

An interesting complication to the optical iuminouty of Type 1 supernovae has 

been discussed by Axel'od"' who predicts a qualitative change in •'he wavelength of 

principal emission around 2 years after the explosion. At that time emission is coming 

chief;/ H'orr coilisicaliy escited lines of f e I I and Fe I I I , The cooling curves foi 

these ions have an interesting property vhich reflects the paucity of strong, 

colli5icnally exated transitions for wavelengths between about 10 microns and the 

optical band. For low emissivity the energy radiated by sucn an ionized inn plasma is 

almost entirely due to collisionally excited infrared transitionsi but for higher 

emissivity an increasingly large fi action of the flux comes out in the form of 

optically visitile lines. Thus early on in a Type I supernova, when the energy flux is 

quite large, the great bulk of the emission will !.-e in the optical band. Late' 

however, as the energy input by radioactivity diminishes exponentially, there comes a 

time when infra ad transitions can, and do carry mast of the luminosity. The nature of 

the cooling curves of Fe I I and Fe I I I is such thai this qualitative change in the 

spectrum occurs rather suddenly (for an assumed constant density). Thus Axelrod has 
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ter.-nec1 t'ns occurence the "infrared catastrophe" meaning thati below a certain 

critical flux, the optical output of a Type : supernova will be catastrophically 

diminishes and most emission will instead be in the infrared (espeaaly in the waveband 

20 to 100 micron;!, This infrared emission, about 10 erg/sec at 2 years would m 

principle, be alise* vable *rom supernovae in ths Virgo duster by a satellite 

eipe'imsnt such as tne planned Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) or, for 'he 

sne-ter wavelengths, bv a yrouna-based 10 meter telescope. It has not and should not 

ha.s aeen observed thus fir due to its onset at very late times (when vhe supernova 

lumncsiry hg- declined ciir.siaerably) and the long wavelength of its characteristic 

emiis;-.1 n-j tc 1U-1 xicronsi. For an expanding iron sphere of assumed constant density 

AielrDn' '' finds d: an age of -0 days, an in'^ared emissiDr that ,s only Jbout 1% that 

o* the optical and at 350 days, 10°'., In a more reahctic model containing a density 

j jr jo, ' i i the onset at this "infrared catasirope", which occurs first in f ie ,'?nse care 

where- (ne elector, collision ''ate is high'r and later in tne rest ot the star, is 

delayed ani spread out ove; J longer time period, Its observational impact is 

correspondingly diluted. 

The act a! light curve determined for ou" sta^darc model'"" is shc*r, in FIGURE 6. 

The late time benavior was calculated using the phetomes transport code imuiti-group, 

mj:t;-ar jlei of nie'Kod"'' j.id excludes energy emitted i " the infrared, The slight 

change n slope at around 600 to 700 uays is a result of this subtraction and is a 

measure of the "infrared catastrophe'1 in this particular muJel. Similar light curves 

28 have been obtained for other detonating white dwarfs and 8-10 M ceres , Based upon 

the light curve for SN 1972e Axelrod has also determined an allowable range o f J TJi 

masses. Assuming ''hat NGC 5253 is located 2 to 4 Mpc from the earth the requisite 

amount of radioactive nickel is 0,4 tn 1.4 M , This requirement stiains, out does not 

43 rule out hydrodynai;ncal bounce models such as the one disoissed by Arnett whic',. 
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bpcdu5e they /etain most of their high density matter in a collapsed remnant, have 

difficulty ejecting even a few tenths of a solar mass of iron-group elements. This 

rang? of nickel puduction is quite natural for thermonuclear disruptions and is an 

argument, dllhough not yet overwhelming, in their favor, 

I. The Spe'-trum and Evidence For Radioactive Cobalt In Tvpi- J Supernovae 

Considerable progress, both observationally and iiiearetically, has recently been 

achieved m ihe study cf Type I spectra. This is especially so within tne ontext of 

thr radioarnve model at late times w ' ' .At early times, particularly near ani 

just following maximum light when many observers like to do their work, tht spectrum 

may be exceedingly complex and difficult to interpret, This is because, as was 

discussed in tfu. prt. ,wv. section, maximum light is achieved just as the supernova is 

becoming transparent to its own light (see FIGURES 4, 5, and A). Emission from the 

photosphere at this time is likely to be modified both oy absorption end by. the 

extensive, non-LTE emission of lines p_qwered by. r^oioactive ii put from 
56J, 

\ and ^'Co 

in the region above the photosphere. 

Branch " ' and coworkers J have recently studieo the soectrum ot Type I 

supernova 1972e at a time about 25 days following its explosion in an attempt to place 

constraints or, the composition of the ejected outer lavsrs. Using a synthetic spectrum 

composed of P-Cygni absorption line profiles superimposed upon a well defined 

continuum, hi? h.)ui evidence for dominant line features from resonant scattei ing by Ca 

II, Si II, Fe Hi and He I. Spectra from a number o-" other Type I explosions seem to 

exhibit similar features emphasising t ie Mmogenei,,y of this class of supernavae. 

However, the tentative conclusion by Branch ' J that these early time spectra show 

evidence for an enhanced iron, but not enhanced cobalt abundanre in a region (just 
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above the photosphere) having velocity pi eater than 80, 0 km/sec, cannot be reconciled 

with the Tiodel we have been discussing (wmch would have about 4 times as much cabalt 

M ron a: this t-me) or t for t rn t matteri with any (present!, nr,wn) uncantrivM 

model. Hopefully this constraint wil l be relaxed with better ato mc data and with a 

more careful and complete treatment of nou-LlE processes at ear'y times, i* 15 to be 

emphasized in this regard that i f the spectrum ef SN l<>'72e at 25 da>s in tart 

u-'nti i is, in addition tD the assumed continuum a"d absorptic lines, broad emission 

hne features such as are predicted by the radwaciive mo'dtl* ' "' ' ' " anu seen ir, 

the late time spectrum , the abundance constraints of 13-v-..n .-i.inr.t weli be r prr : : . 

Branch has also obse'ved in the early time spectr in nf SN \f'\5 rjiciurr. 

at&orction features that imply an upper «eloc/ty lirr,t n the u'.t"li ••[. e]f-rta of less 

than afoul 13,000 km/seci consideraol> less tha . M our 'staraard' nodel '.L-.ee FIGURES 

2 and 3 1 which his substantial amount:, of freshly ivrtnebi-. ' . . I L I m ir, th'.; ouipr 

layers moving wiih velocities greater than 30,000 km'iec, Thr- con^raiM, »vhich 

depends only upon measuring a Dappler width tor a strong abscctjo<- line, is prcraLW 

a stringent one, I t suggests that the partiQiUr "Cuai-detona'Tjr' model we have Seer, 

considering is probably too energetic to have beer, the exact pr-cjenitur of 3N ! ' ' / ie . i 

cot elusion that we wil l find reinforced by ottvr spectral corrjidera*ir-,-s ^t Jare 

''S times- Tne other, less ener yetic unite dwarf models' wi.use veloci'y profiles wsre 

shown in FIGURE 3 wou'd be in better accord uath .hese constraints, 

The late-time spectra of Type I superi 'ae, while appa, .->r'tly not a result of 

emission from a plasma in lo:al thermodynamic eoii i l ibnun, are somewha' simp.er to 

model than at earlier epochs when a phntosphers exi=ts. Kirshner and Oke f i rs t 

pointed out the resemblance of certain features ir, the Kite optical spectrum of 3K 

1972e to those produced by a Mend of lines of Fe I I and I I I . Subsequent examinations 

by Meyerott' '" and, especially, Ateli DO have elucidated the atcfmi-mechanisms 

http://'.L-.ee
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whereby tht gamma-rays and oositron kinetic energy from nuclear decay are converted 

into opncJ emission. These decay partideb expend most of their energy ionizing the 

DlasriH (in th= case n * gaomas via intermediary suprathermal electrons produced by 

Comnton scattering) anil in neating the electron gas. Recombination produces 

ultraviolet radiation which wines still more atoms producing a bath of thermal 

electrons that is augmented by the Augtir electrons from higher excitations, The 

ultraviolet hue opacity here is much greater than the optical line opacity. A steady 

state \s achieved in whiLh recombination balances loniiation and this Balance 

determines thp dominant ioru;ation stages. Similarly, heating is balanced in steady 

state Dy radiat.ve cooling from eicatations produced by collisions with the thermal 

electrons, fa ' tif •jo'.i emission is negligible. As time passes vid tne supernova 

expands, the electron number density, n . (to which the recombination rate is 

,-i'Gp-Tonali wiii decrease but then so will the ionnat..in energy input per particle 

from idioacti/e decay '. eq( 1 >]- The ionization s fate is most sensitive to the ratio 

?Fi 3 Sit;, n whi,-.-i a; late times scales " as t expl-t/Tv '., a functiori *nat varies only e Co 

siowl> with time during the interval 150 days to 600 days. This explains why the same 

ionization stacks are prevelan1 aver such a long period of observation. It also 

' • o explains, qualitatively, why after about 2 years AxeVod^ finds an increase in the 

relative eff'ciency of infrared emission (see the previous section!. It is e.t that 

time that the energy input per particle from nuclear decay finally begins to decrease 

relative to the (collisionally excited) emission per particle. 

26 The optical spectrum resulting from our standard detonation model at an aes of 

255 days is shown in FIGURE, 7 cempared to that observed from 1972e at the same age. 

This calculation used Axelrod's spectral synthesis code in a coarsely zoned (*• mass 

elements) model to incorporate properly the presence of density and velocity 

gradients. The results of the model are in good agreement with the observed spectrum 
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of SN l*71e even though this model i*as not constructed to be rcp'esentative of that 

particular object, Excesses of lines from high ionization stages of iron (eg,. Fe V and 

Fe VI) confirm the suspiaon suggested by the early time spectrum that this particular 

model was somewhat too energetic, le. reached too low a density at too early a time 

•.thus increasing the ratio S<t)'n ), to nave been the exact progenitor of SN 197ie. 

Mor - massive unite dwarfs and/or white dwarfs whose explosions were characterized by 

lower specific energy deposition or capped wi lh layers of helium would probabiy have 

28 spectra that arc more consistent with SN 1972e , 

Also -ten in the spectrum o c tt*> theoretical mode, and in that observed for SN 

1 ; ,/Jg v -j'.ihan date i'4414-84 is a iinu 'eature due to a blenr of lines from Co III at 

a wi.f-erii-.th cf ••'cut 6o!>"; A. ~r s spectra; feature demon rtrjtes the preserve of 

freshi. s.nthesneOi radioartive cobalt in SN )''7i'e, a mes: important result that is 

':-i,-.t;/ely irsensiri.'"' tc tt--1 specific stellar mouel employed, Axelrod has found 

"•..T-.-.U; spectfdi featuret f c s. --a-iety of parametrized Type I explosions (see FIGURE 

'<•> ' :r a rep'esentati.'? example) provided only that the expansion velocity of the 

i>i'.c- un is net toe dissimilar from that actually observed for Type '. supe'novae, 

This deserves emphasis. The gooo tit to the spectrum shown in FIGURE a results, not 

from ar. artificial attempt to fit the spectrum by varying temperature, composition 

arid ionization stages, but purely from assuming a mass of m and an expansion 

velocity, The ratio of iron and cobalt abundances is exactly what would be there 264 

aays after the initial explosion fas best ar -ui be determined in Axelrod's modeli the 

"age" of SN 1972e on JD 2141681) and the temperature and loniiation stages present in 

the spectrum are those determined fro.n a detailed tracking of the atomic processes 

resulting from radioactive energy input r2q (1)1. Furthe'mor?. a similar good fit to 

the spectrum is obtained for all the late time observations of Kirshner and Oke and 

the co.'alt feature, both in the theoretical model as well as in the observations, 
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decavs ai"ay in ^Tength (relative to nearby strong emission lines from iron I with a 

half-life approximately equal to that of radioactive Co isee FIGURE 9), Finally the 

ano"it of i ̂ inactivity present is also that required to explain the Type I light 

n,T,-p. T%> crMipir a .-eight of these arguments is compelling. Radioactivity has been 

riiv jvered ,n SN l ^ e and is the power source for the supernova light curve, 

n.-- additional predictior of the model is that Type I supernovas should be 

psn»aall> (.wcrahie objects for study with a gamma-ray telescope. The gamma-ray 

31 „IH T-iui. f-iv. out standard model is shown in FIGURE 10, Such a signal would be 

, .- <= t; ::•£> bread-line gamma-ray spectroscopy experiment on the Gamma-Ray 

: •• • • : •.j'of e.e.:: i ' rh& superm va vers Isccied >r, t!«? Virgo cluster of galaxies. 

- v P f ^ S ^ 

If tiie theories of Type I supernovae we have been describing have merit, then the 

44 

chief nucleosynthetic product of such events is iron-group species plus Ca (ref, 

2°). Although the detailed calculations have yet to be carried out, the lsotopic 

composition of the ejected iron will probably be similar to that calculated for the 

exploding whitn dwarf at the core of the "carbon detonation" supernova model ". 

Assuming one Galactic Type I event roughly every 50 years over the '0 ' yrv.r lifetime 

of the Galaxy the cosmic mass fraction of iron ( 1.0 x 10 » and Ca( l ,6x !0 ) 

would be approximately produced, Thus i t may be that most of the iron in our Galaxy 

has been syntheiiied in Type I supernovae with only a relatively small contribution 

from Type l is. This is particularly interesting in light of observations of old 

metal-deficient stars that indicate the oxygen abundance in our Galaxy arose at an 

earlier epoch than the iron abundance""". S-nce oxygen almost certainly is a produrt of 
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27 quite massive stars ( M > 20 M ) this suggests a relative increase in the rat-e of 

formation of massive stars (compared to whatever class of stars it is that makes Type 

Is) early in the Galaxy. Such a possibility has been suggested on other grounds ' arid 

is indicated by other nucleosynthetic considerations ' . 
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TYPE II SUPERNOVA MODELS 

Our under landing of Type I I supernDvae sti l l awaits a proper calculation, with 

universally acceprec physics, that yields a s*"Dnc outwardly propogating shock wave 

from a hydrocynamica! core bounce ir a massive ( M / 10 M ) star. Most theoretical 
(5 

endeavor in th<- uea of Type I I supernova modeling during the las'. 2 years has 

cenre.oc. t..r •ebowing tm = problem, especially with a more physical treatment of the 

eqi.,a,ior oi state for very high density matter. The difficulty of this problem and its 

p, e s e nt su*us have been reviewed by Bethe in the previous talk. If one-dimensional 

calculations a-e ultimately successful in yielding a sufficiently energetic shock 

wave, tnei* studies hy Weaver and Woosley ' have already shown that good agreement 

with naservef light curves and velocity, radius, and temperature histories can be 

achieved, as well as nucleosynthesis that (for ^ 25 M model) resembles a solas 
D 

abunoance pattern. 

A. Nucleosynthesis arid Gamma-Ray Astronomy 

Since the last "Texas" meeting nucleosynthesis in a 25 M supernova model has 

been studied in much greater detail. The complete evolution of the star examined by 

Weaver, Zimmerman, and Woosley and Weaver and Woosley* '"° using a 19 isotope 

nuclear reaction network has been "post-processed" using a 131 isotope network and the 

synthesis of all species from carbon to nickel determined ' , The results are shown in 

FIGURE 11 compared to the solar abundance nattern, It seems that the cosmic abundances 

of many isotopes in this mass range can be accounted far if approximately one gram in 
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14 of the Galactic mass has experienced conditions similar to those that prevail 

During the evolution of a 25 M star. The relatively deficient production of speaes 

between silicon and iron 15 a consequence of inadequate amounts of matter experiencing 

temperatures in the ange required for explosive oxyge.-' burning and indicates, not tDD 

surprisingly, that not all of the elements in this mass region were created in a star 

of unique mass, We expert tms deficient production of intermediate mass species to tie 

compensated for by stars more massive than 25 M . Whether this wil l require some 

skewnes? of the init ial mass function in the early evolution of the Galaxy remains to 

be seen. Thy iron abundance ejected in this model is particularly sensitive to 

j-v.E.-un properties of ' t v core bounce so i t may be that such supernovae eject far 

less I'D-, than shown in FIG'.'RE 11 (although evidence for a radioactive t a i l * ' '.n some 

Type l i s stio*i5 that they must occasionally eject at least a l i t t le th). As discussed 

pteviauily i t is possible, although perhaps not necessary, that Type 1 supernovae 

product most o» the iron in the Galary. 

Trie gamma-hne spectrum that results from the nucleosynthesis in this model" )5 

shown in FIGURE 12. Due to the obscuring influence of the extended red giant envelope 

in Type l i s , the radioactive nuclei do not oecnme visible (at least in our 

one-dimensional model) until about a year after the explosion. Thus Type I supernovae 

are muVi better candiates for gamma-ray spectroscopy in othet ja lanes. For example, 

the signal shown in FIGURE 12 would not be visible to the Gamma-Rav Observatory from 

an explosion in the Virgo cluster of galaxies. 

E. Type I I Models Kith Rotation and Nuclear Burning 

The theoretical results described above are predicated upon the assumption of a 

successful core bounce calculation and the neglect of such two dimensional effects as 
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rotation and magnetic fields. Given the present and historical quandry of the core 

bounce models, one begins to wonder about other alternatives, in particular, the 

possibility that core collapse in a massive star does not always (if ever) lead to a 

strong, mass-ejecting shock wave. If so, one is left to consider a most intriguing 

problem, the continued evolution of a massive, highly evolved star, endowed with 

rotation and combustible nuclear f jel , whose core has collapsed, While it seems highly 

'ikely that one component in the final outcome of such an occurence will be a black 

hole, it 15 less dear whether or not the formation of this black hole will be 

accompanied by substantial mass ejection (due to rotation, magnetic fields, and/or 

nuclear burning) and whether the observable event might still be properly called a 

Type I I supernova. It is good to keep in mind that the free fall time scale for the 

red giant photosphere vi several months whereas the time scale for dynamic occurences 

in the core is much more rapid. Any instabilities that can develop probably will 

develop. It does not appear likely to us that a black hale can eat a rotating red 

suoergiant whole without burping! 

32 Bodenheimer and Woosley have begun £ preliminary assesment of the continued 

evolution of a rotating Inon-magnetized), 25 M , completely evolved star whose core 

bounce has failed. The initial model is taken from the one-dimensional work of Weaver, 
La 

Zimmerman, and Woosley and followed with a two-dimensional exphat hydrodynamics 

code , Only the inner 8 M of the star is followed in the two-dimensional study, o ' 

Equation of state information is taken from tables generated by the KEPLER code af 

Weaver, Zimerman, and Woosley. Unfortunately, due to the Courant time limitations on 

an explicitly differenced code, the Bodenheimer-Woosley study is presently unable to 

include the collapsed core (in which the dynamo timescale is less than one 

millisecond) and stellar mantle (timescale on the order of seconds) in the same 

calculation. Instead the center of the star is removed from the calculation oui to a 
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radius of 1.5 110 on and replacad by an inner boundry condition that pressure be 

some fraction (initially taken equal to 1/2) of that required for local support in 

hydrostatic equilibrium, Nuclear energy generation from oxygen burning is included in 

the calculation as are neutrino losses. In the initial model the inner 2 M of 
G 

material is taken to consist of inert fuel (in as far as nuclear energy generation 

goes) and the region 2 to 8 M is presumed to be pure 0. This is a reasonably good 

69 approximation to the stellar evolutionary results ( at least for purposes of nuclear 

energy genet atian, 

The choice Df ang"lar momentum distribution in any calculation of this sort is 

32 both critical and highly uncertain. Eodenheimer and Woosley chose a total angulat 

momentum of 4.5 x 10 erg sec. roughly equal to that of the inner 8 M of a main 

sequence O-star (presuming such stars to be rigid rotators! ?. lower bound if they are 

not). This momentum is distributed in the initial configuration in such a wav as to 

provide iconstant ratio (0.12 for the particular case under discussion) of 

centrifugal acceleration to (the axial component of) gravitational acceleration, Thi. 

prescripuon gives a distribution of specific angular momentum that increases 

gradually outwards. The magnitude of these terms is consistent with studies D> Erdal 

71 -and Sofia at angular momentum redistribution in a highly evolved 10 M star, The 

ratio of total rotational energy to gravitational binding energy m the i,'. M c( 

material included in the problem but outside the core was 13''., which is marginalU 

stable on a sejular time scale and quite stable on a dynamic time scale A . 

Subsequent evolution of this configuration was followed numerically and several 

imporatant stages of development noted. Initially the entire stellar mantle responds 

to the decreased core pressure on a sonic crossing time. A near spherical collapse 

results with growing collapse velocities (FIGURE 13, first 3 frames) accompanied by 

increasing core mass and angular momentum, After about 2 seconds rotational braking in 



the equator combined with the inability of the (finitely pressurized) inner boundry to 

accept accreting matter at an arbitrarily fast rate leads to a stagnation of collapse 

flow, especially in the equator (FIGURE 13, frames 3 and 4 ). The density contours of 

the star at this point have a 'lobed" structure showing the presence of a thick 

accretion disk. Continued evolution results in an enlargement of this thick disk which 

eventually grows to include most of the matter in the mantle. At a time of about 3 

seconds into the evolution it was noted that the angular momentum in the inner core 

(inside the pressure boundry condition) had grown so large ( greater than 10 erg s ) 

that a rotating n=3 polytrope having the mass of the core {about 2,3 M ) at that time 

73 would have, with any reasonable choice of angular momentum distribution , an 

equatorial radius that would intrude on the inner boundry radius of the problem (1,5 x 

10" cm!, The mutiplication factor on the inner boundry pressure was therefore slowly 

raised over a period of 2 seconds (the tirrescale for doubling the core angular 

momentum by accretion) from its initial value Df 1/2 to unity, This acted to slow, but 

not to stop, the further growth of the core mass and angular momentum. During this 

phase the ratio of rotational energy t j gravitational binding energy in the core never 

exceeded 0,14 and was tharefore deemed secularly (as w U as dynamically) stable to 

tn-axial deformation . Continued evolution resulted in *..i« 'elopment of a 

persistent velocity configuration (FIGURE 14) in which r iWial would fall in at high 

velocity from a region along the rotational axis and out to atiout 6A degrees from that 

axis, undergo a centrifugal bounce at around 3x10 cm accompanied by the explosive 

nuclear burning of oxygen at a temperature of about 3 to 4 billion degrees, and then 

move outwards at high velocity along the equatorial plane, After a period of about 15 

seconds, during wihich time more than 10' erg of energy had been produced by nuclear 

reactions alone (most of "which was swallowed by the inner boundry condition), a larae 

blob (about 0,5 M ) of oxygen burning products was observed propogating outwards in 



the equator with velocity around 5000 km/sec and a total, outwardly directed kinetic 

energy of more than 10 erg. At this point the calculation was terminated both 

because the ejected blob was impinging on the outer boundry of the problem and because 

Courant limitations on the material falling down the polar axis at very nigh velocity 

were causing the code to take very small tjne steps. 

While the preliminary nature of this calculation is to be stressed and 

consider able concern may rightfully be expressed about the rather artificial treatment 

of the inner boundry condition, the results suggest an entirely different scenario for 

the production of at least some Type I I supernovas than the often discussed core 

bounce mecnanism. A considerable portior of the 10" erg carried by the equatorially 

ejected blou will probably be deposited in the red giant envelope overlying the mantle 

of the Jta' . Since the blob will encounter roughly :ts own mass in traversing the 

envelope, deposition of this energy will likely lesd to a shack wave propogating 

through the atmosphere which may, in time, forget its very asymmetric origin. It is 

this shock wave interacting with the envelope that is the cause of most of the optical 

display assoaated with Type I I supernovas, Except perhaps fcr a somewhat lower total 

energvi the observable results from this model might be quite similar to those 

calculated for the core bounce mechanism in the same star '' . The final fate of the 

star and its nucleosynthesis however would be quite different, The final residual 

would almost certainly not be a neutron star, but instead, a black hole (the mas: of 

the inne' core was already above 3.2 K afte' 15 seconds of evolution which presumable 
o 

was far from complete). Far more explosive oiygen burning products would be ejected 

than in the one-dimensional, shock-wave-Oased calculation and, since momentum must be 

conserved, these debris might not have a spherical Distribution. These "knots" of 

oxygen ashes could also retain a higher velocity than imparted to the bulk of the 

hydrogen envelope. 
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This is quite interesting in light of recent observations, Lasker'-*, for example, 

has studied a supernova remnant in the Large Magellanic Claud (SNR N132D) in which at, 

annulus of oxygen-rich knots is observed all moving outwrds from a point wi fh a 

velocity of several thousand km/sec, maintaining a torroidal structure! These results 

may also be highly relevent for CAS A which also displays a distribution of fast 

moving, Diygen-rich knots with similar, annular asymmetry and thus far has shown no 

evidence for the presence of a neutron star remnant. Perhaps CAS A instaed contains a 

tjiack hole1 A third supernova remnant (0^40-69.3, also in the LMO has also been 
It, 

recently reported to display a ring of oxvgen-rich knots similar to those reported 

by Lasker for N132D. Apparently this is a fairly common phenomenon. 

Clearly further investigation of this category of Type I I model "•, indicated. A 

much more credible result could be obtained'if the core and mantle could be carried in 

the same calculation. This will require the development of an efficient, fully 

implicit 2D-hydro code containing sufficient physics to track matter at quite high 

densities and pressures, Alternatively, although not r>ve as appealing, a separate 

calculation could be done of the inner core evolution and coupled to a mantle 

calculation like that of Bodenheimer and Woosley, The preliminary work of Tohhn, 

21 Schombert, and Boss is a useful step in that direction, A systematic study of other 

recent supernova remnants to search for two-dimensional asymmetry such as that 

observed N132D, CAS A, and 0540-69,3 might also be very interesting. 
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FIGURE CAPTION;. 

29 
FIGURE 1. - Conditions in a detonating white dwarf of total mass 1.12KS. 

In i t i a l thermodynamic conditions and composition (a) are taken 

from Taa.T.J at a time jus : prior to ignitio'.i at the base of the 

highly degenerate helium layer. Energy transport is i n i t i a l ly 

by convection (b) b'.:t; as the runaway progresses, subsonic 

convection is unable to carry the enormous energy generated by 

nuclear reactions. Shock waves arc in i t i a ted , both inwards and 

outwards (c j . In each shock the temperature r ises to about 6 

bi l l ion degrees and helium fuel is burned "o a dis t r ibut ion of 

elements dominated by Ni. The entire : 

the final velori tv profile show; in (d), 

elements dominated by Ni. The entire star is disrupted with 

29 
FIGURE 2. - Final abundancier ejected by the detonated white dwarf shown 

in FIGURE 1 are plotted against interior mass in 'iolar masses 

(upper frame) and against external mass in grams (lower fraire). 

Immediately following the explosion most of the star i s i,i the 

torn of (radioactive) Ni and other iron-group elements. About 
4 

bt by siass of the totil star is He. A thin shell of ' he products 

of incomplete sil icon ,iurining remains at M(r)£().5rU wherr a 

rarefaction, caused by ttie oppositely moving shocks that init iated 

there, resulted in an anomalously low explosion temperature. 

Details of nucleosynthesis result ing from explosive helium burning 

in the outer layers of the dwarf are shown expanded in the Lower 
_ i 

frame. Terminal velocity, in units ;•: 10,000 km s \ is also 

given at tr.« top of the figure. 

FIGURE 3. - Final velocity profiles as a function of inter ior mass fraction 

for 5 different Type I supernova models (taken from Weaver, Axclrod, 

and Woosley ) . Solid lines are for 3 "bare" white dwarf models of 

indicated mass and composition. The top line is for our "standard" 

model defined in FIGURES 1 and 2. The other two (lower) solid lines 

are for compositions of 50% C and 50% 0 and 100?. Ne respectively. 

The dashed lines result from exploding the cores of 9 fL and 10 M 



FIGURE 3 (continued) 
stars whose hydrogen envelopes have ":een removed. In each case 
vertical bars indicate composition discontinuities. The 9 (•L 
core was presumed to consist initially of 1,JA ^ of oxygen and neon 
capped b> 0.29 M of low density He. The 10 VL core was composed 
of 1.41 H. of carbon and oxygen, 0.15 >L of neon,carbon,and oxygen, 

4 and 0.47 M of low density He. All curves were calculated by 
assuming the instantaneous burning to Ni of either the entire star 
(solid lines) or all material up to the first composition 
discontinuity (dashed lines). Note the similarity in the results. 

FIGURE 4. - Time dependence of the energy deposition factor, the energy escape 
factor, and the delay time for the standard model. The supernova 
light curve will reflect the decay rate of radioactive nuclei as 
modulated by these factors [see eq. (1)1. 

FIGURE 5. - Photospheric radius as a function of time for the standard model 
(taken from Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley ). The three different 
curves result from employing a reasonable range of (uncertain) 
opacities in the expanding material. 

FIGURE 6. - Light curve from the standard model compared tn observational 
ddta for Type I supernovae (taken from Weaver, Axelrod, and Wocsley ). 
In figure (a) numerically calculated light curves from the model 
are compared for the total, visual-, and blue band optical luminosity 

59 as labeled. Crosses are unreddened, integrated spectral scans of 
SN 1972e for an assumed distance of 3.1 Hpc and explosion on Julian 
Date 2441433. The "*" s represent equivalently normalized, pre-
discovery, photographic observations of Austen and the "V", an 
earlier upper limit by the same author. The composite, blue-band, 

4 Type I supernova light curve as compiled by Barbon et_ al is 
is also shown normalized in magnitude and shifted In time so as Co 
provide the best fit. In (b) the l.te^tire optical light curve 
(without infrared contribution, see text) is compared to the unreddened 
integrated spectral scans of Kirshner and Oke and Kirshner et al̂  . 
The curves labelled "y" and "e " show the contribution to the total 
light curve from Y-rays and positrons respectively. 



FIGURE 7. - Comparison of the calculated spectrum from the standard model 

255 days after explosion to the unreddened, spectral scan of 
59 SN 1972e tak<. by Kirshner et̂  al on Julian Date 2441684 

28 (taken from Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley ). Positions of major 

emission and absorption features are indicated with arrows. 

The observational data was normalized in magnitude so as tc 
provide the best least squares fit. This particular normalization 
would place SN 1972e at a distance of 2.2 Mpr. 

FIGURE 8. - The spectrum of a homogeneous sphere, initially consisting cf 
0.7 M* of pure Ni expanding with constant velocity 7000 KT. S 

30 31 is compared ' at a time 264 days after tne beginning of its 
59 expansion to that of SN 1972e on Julian Day 2441684 assuming 

the explosion occurred aL 3 Mpc. At this time the calculated 

composition is 10% Co and 90X Fe and the temperature, about 
SldO R. The top figure shows the model spectrum with cobalt 

lines included, the bottom shows it without cobalt lines 'i_e. 

onlv iron). 

FIGURE 9. - In a format similar to FIGURE 8 the time historv of the spectrum 
30 31 of Axelrod's ' expanding iron-cobalt sphere is compared to 

that of SN 1972e. Note the decay of the cobalt feature (about 

6000 A) compared to other nearby, strong lines of iron. 

11 C L 

FIGURE 10. -The gamma-line spectrum (due here entirely to lines from Co decay) 
28 29 

resulting from our standard detonating model ' " for Type 1 

supernovae is shown at the indicated time for an assumed distance 

of 1 Mpc. The l ines are extensively broadened by the hi t'ji 

velocity of expansion. Due to the lack of an obscuring hydrogen 

envelope this emission is v is ib le at a much earl ier time than, from a 

typical Type II supernova (see FIGURE 12) and therefore consti tutes 

a much stronger signal. 
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^ 1 f \ l fiR 
FIGURE 11. - Nucleosynthesis expected from a 25 M. , Type II supernova ' 

compared to solar abundances. M explosion energy of 10 erg 

and remnant mass of 1.48 M have been assumed. Dashed lines 
Indicate a range of a factor of two about a consistent average 
overproduction factor of about 14. Nuclei below sulfur appear to 

be produced in reasonable proportions to account for their present 
Galactic abundances bur the relative deficiency of element production 
ir. the range S to Mn is indicative of substantial nucleosynthesis 
in stars heavier than 23 M . Apparent overproductions may be due 

3 f\ 
to uncertainties in cross section (Na, S) or natural abundance 
( \r). Some underproductions (eg. N, C) will be made up for 

in ]ighter stars. 

31 56 
FICURE 12. - The gamma line spectrum (due here entirely to lines from Co 

11 £1 CO 

decay) of the 25 fu, Type II supernova ' ' whose abundances 
were shown in FICURE 11. It is assumed that the distance to the 
supernova is 1 Mpc. These spectral lines are not visible at 
earlier times due to the obscuring influence of the red supergiant 
envelope and, as a result, the signal is correspondingly weaker than 
for Type Is. (see FIGURE 10). The lines are also much narrower 

due to the lower char 

elements in Type lis. 

?7 hft 
due to the lower characteristic ejection velocities ' of heavy 

FIGURE 13. - Density ar.d velocity profiles from a two-doensional study of a 
rotating 15 H star whose core has collapsed (taken from Bodenheimer 

32 and Woosley ). In the upper left frame, lo^jrithmu' density contours 

(10 per decade) are given for the initial model. The outermost 
contour shown has a density of 10 g cm and the innermost 2 x 10 
g cm . In each of the velocity plots (other 3 frames) an arrow cf 

unit length, 1000 km s , is displayed in the upper right hand corner 

and a solid dark line is plotted as the locus of oxygen mass fraction 
equal to 0.5. This line is the approximate boundry between burned 

and unburned nuclear fuel. Initially (upper 2 frames) the collapse 
of the mi.ntle is nearly spherically symmetric, but after about 2 

seconds (lower left) rotation begins to inhibit infall in the 
equatorial plane leading to the growth of a thick "accretion disk." 
Several seconds later (lower right) a vortex-like velocity field has 
developed in the thick disk. 



FIGURE 14. - Continued evolution of a collapsing rotating stellar mantle. 
Format and density contour lines are the same as in FIGURE 13. 
The density profiles (left frame) show, some 15 seconds into the 
evolution, that the polar regions have been essentially evacuated. 
The entire stellar mantle exists as a thick, lobed accretion disk. 
The vortex flow pattern seen in the last frame of FIGURE 13 has 
been replaced hy a persistent vrlocitv field structure (ripht frace) 
involving high velocity mass ejection in the equatorial plane. 
The large, outwardly moving blob of oxygen burning ashes on the 
right hand side of the figure contains about 0.5 M,. Exterior to 
the region shown on these plots, and out to a distance of about 
M astronomical units, the red supergiant envelope of the pre-
explosive star still waits, unaware of these dynamic occurrence? 
in its core. 
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